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Chock full of delicious, healthy recipes,Â The Worldâ€™s Best Asian Noodle RecipesÂ includes the

best of the best Asian noodle recipes from notable chefs around the world. Alongside step-by-step

instructions, beautiful photography illustrates exactly how the finished recipes should look. From

soups and salads to main courses, snacks and desserts, there are both traditional recipes and

inventive interpretations. Recipes are organized by type of type of ingredients--Seafood, Meats,

Vegetables, Poultry and Combinations--and Â include a wide range of different noodle

selections.Â Participating chefs are from restaurants that specialize in noodles, as well as from

those that have more varied menus with fabulous noodle dishes as an option, along with recipes

included from popular blogs, private chefs, and keepers of age-old family recipes. Includes recipes

from the Ember Room, Jum Mum, Rouge et Blanc, Koh, and dozens more.
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This is easily the best book of Asian noodle recipes I've ever found. The recipes were contributed

by chefs at leading Asian restaurants worldwide, so they tend to be modernized and personalized a

bit rather than just traditional. Still, the recipes seem quite manageable for home cooks. The ones

we've tried have been delicious.

This book is for anyone who enjoys Asian style cooking, especially noodles. For me, it has helped

me distinguish the different types of noodles and where best to use them in various dishes. Before I

bought the book, it was just guesswork.



This book has some absolutely wonderful recipes. Not only do you get the base recipes for ramen

and egg noodles and udon noodles but you get some fabulous recipes from across Asia combined

with Western food too at times. The restaurants the recipes came from and the chefs who created

them are also listed with some great information about the dishes. I am truly looking forward to

using this book to make so many wonderful meals that are healthy too and truly fantastic.

This book is a comprehensive guide to the art of Asian noodle making and cooking. Loaded with a

diverse collection of creative and original recipes, as well as the more traditional Asian noodle

dishes. Due to the variety of ingredients, you'll need access to an Asian market for many of the

recipes. Of the books that I've read and experimented with, this one is by far the best!

I recommend this book for its many wonderful and manageable dishes. Clear directions that work! I

particularly relate to noodles as comfort food, so it's great to have options to mix it up. Like Uni

Somen! Yum!

I wish that I could have picked this book up and opened the pages at least once. I suppose that I

should have known with the vague and ostentatious title, anyone who actually has experience on

the subject matter will tell you to avoid this book. Cheap, ill constructed recipes from varying

sources of negligible acclaim. With each page I was less lenient in my judgement, the crux of which

was the soba recipe, albeit I do recall several other atrocious "recipes" though I can't recall at this

time what they were or to what extent they had been maimed.Save yourself the money, do some

research online and you'll find recipes better than those within these pages.Edit: I will leave the

original review intact, but I have further revised the review in the comments section.

Was a gift to my daughter who is a good cook. She was delighted with the photos and recipes.

Especially since one of her sons is a vegan.It is a beautiful book.

This book has only a few noodle recipes not what I expected. Wish I could return
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